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Abstract Observing the critical zone (CZ) below the top few meters of readily excavated soil is challenging yet crucial to understanding Earth surface processes. Near-surface geophysical methods can overcome this challenge by imaging the CZ in three dimensions (3-D) over hundreds of meters, thus revealing lateral heterogeneity in subsurface properties across scales relevant to understanding hillslope erosion, weathering, and biogeochemical cycling. We imaged the CZ under a soil-mantled ridge developed in granitic terrain of the Laramie Range, Wyoming, using data from five boreholes and a 3-D volume (970 by 600 by 80 m) of seismic velocities generated by ordinary kriging of 25 two-dimensional seismic refraction transects. The observed CZ structure under the ridge broadly matches predictions of two recently proposed hypotheses: the uppermost surface of weathered bedrock is consistent with subsurface weathering driven by bedrock drainage and subsurface topography defining the top of unweathered protoloth is consistent with fracturing predicted from topographic and regional stresses. In contrast, differences in slope aspect along the ridge are too subtle to explain observed variations in regolith structure. Our observations suggest that multiple processes, each of which may dominate at different depths, work in concert to regulate deep CZ structure.

1. Introduction

The conversion of bedrock to soil is driven by diverse chemical, biological, and physical processes within a spatially variable and complex zone spanning the top 10 to 100 m of Earth’s subsurface (Riebe et al., 2017). This so-called critical zone (CZ) has been the focus of increasingly cross-disciplinary studies within the growing international network of critical zone observatories in the United States, Europe, and China (White et al., 2015). Soil, the mobile weathering product of bedrock on mountain slopes, supports ecosystems and agriculture (Heimsath et al., 2012; Montgomery, 2007), influences local hydrology (Bales et al., 2011), sustains biogeochemical cycles (Chorover et al., 2007), and can be eroded and redistributed to shape landscapes (Allen, 2008). The structure of the CZ influences surface-groundwater interactions (Jencso et al., 2010; Katsuyama et al., 2010; Kollet & Maxwell, 2008; Montgomery et al., 1997; Voltz et al., 2013), solute transport (Holloway et al., 1998; Kuntz et al., 2011; Singha et al., 2011), the distribution of plant-available water (Brooks et al., 2010; Graham et al., 2010; McDonnell, 2014), and the downstream delivery of water to humans and ecosystems (Andermann et al., 2012; Hood et al., 2006; Lowry et al., 2007). Characterizing CZ structure and understanding the processes that shape it are therefore central to a comprehensive understanding of hydrology, biogeochemical cycling, weathering, and erosion in mountain landscapes.

The CZ can be highly variable in both thickness and structure due to aboveground variations in vegetation (Hahm et al., 2014) and slope aspect (Anderson et al., 2013; Rempel et al., 2016), as well as subsurface gradients in weathering (Lebedeva & Brantley, 2013), hydrologic properties (Rempe & Dietrich, 2014), and topographic stress fields (Sim et al., 2014; St. Clair et al., 2015). Quantifying variability in CZ architecture and identifying the processes that created it are challenging because the deep CZ is difficult to access and study over relevant scales (Riebe et al., 2017). Boreholes can provide a detailed one-dimensional (1-D) view of the deep CZ, and cores extracted from them can be used to directly quantify downhole variations in geochemical and geophysical properties (e.g., Anderson et al., 2002; Bazilevskaya et al., 2013; Buss et al., 2013; White et al., 1998). However, because the CZ is highly variable, a single borehole from just one point at the surface may...
not be representative of the surrounding landscape. Moreover, drilling many holes can be prohibitively expensive and logistically challenging, particularly in mountainous landscapes where CZ studies are often focused. Road cuts can provide a more representative two-dimensional (2-D) perspective, but their sample distribution is unlikely to reveal a complete view of how deep CZ structure varies across the landscape.

In contrast, geophysical measurements can be gathered in focused surveys designed to systematically and noninvasively explore the deep CZ over broad spatial scales (e.g., Parsekian et al., 2015; Robinson et al., 2008). CZ researchers have increasingly used them to document lateral and vertical variability in regolith properties (Befus et al., 2011; Holbrook et al., 2014; Leopold et al., 2008, 2013; Olona et al., 2010; Orlando et al., 2016), to estimate bedrock fracture density (Clarke & Burbank, 2011; Heincke et al., 2006), to determine shallow aquifer structure (Garambois et al., 2002; Gburek et al., 1999; Gburek & Urban, 1990; McClymont et al., 2011; Pasquet et al., 2015), to constrain depth to bedrock (Mills, 1990; Nyquist et al., 1996; Pavich, 1986), and to explore the relationship between topographic stress and fracture density (St. Clair et al., 2015). One drawback is that indirect measurements from geophysical tools can be ambiguous about variations in subsurface properties unless boreholes are drilled along the survey lines for calibration through direct observations. Moreover, geophysical studies of the deep CZ are a relatively new addition to the growing field of CZ science (Parsekian et al., 2015). Thus, although many studies have focused on understanding the production, erosion, and biogeochemical cycling of soil in the top several meters of the CZ, relatively few have explored the deep CZ and the processes that regulate its architecture (e.g., Riebe et al., 2017).

Because so few geophysical studies have been conducted, little is known about how CZ structure varies as a function of landscape position (i.e., from ridge top to valley bottom), bedrock geology, and ambient climate—especially over landscape scales. CZ structure has been variously conceptualized as a four-layer system of protolith, fractured bedrock, saprolite, and soil (Anderson et al., 2007, 2012; Befus et al., 2011; Graham et al., 1997; Holbrook et al., 2014; Pavich, 1986), as a three-layer system of protolith, saprolite, and soil (Dixon et al., 2009; Dixon & Riebe, 2014; Riebe & Granger, 2013), as a simpler two-layer system of weathered and unweathered material (Lebedeva & Brantley, 2013; Rempe & Dietrich, 2014), and as a less stratified matrix of core stones decreasing in size from protolith to soil (Acworth, 1987; Brantley et al., 2011; Buss et al., 2013; Fletcher & Brantley, 2010; Graham et al., 2010). The lack of consensus about how to subdivide the CZ in part reflects the lack of data on the following: the vertical and horizontal extent of subsurface layers, whether or not the transitions between layers are gradational or sharp, and even which layers exist in different landscapes. The fact that individual layers may exist in some landscapes but not in others suggests that it may not be possible to develop a universal model of regolith formation.

Although observations of CZ structure are rare, even less is known about the processes that create and regulate it. However, a series of testable theoretical models have recently been developed (see Riebe et al., 2017 for a review). These include weathering front advance into protolith at depth due to vertical throughflow of reactive fluids from the surface (Lebedeva et al., 2007, 2010; Lebedeva & Brantley, 2013; Lichtner, 1988; Maher, 2010; Maher & Chamberlain, 2014; Steefel et al., 2005), chemical weathering due to lateral flow at the bedrock-weathered rock interface (Braun et al., 2016), fracturing of unweathered bedrock due to subsurface gradients in topographic and regional stresses (Slim et al., 2014; St. Clair et al., 2015), climatic forcing of weathering front advance via environmental energy and mass transfer (e.g., Chorover et al., 2011), bedrock damage due to frost cracking (Anderson et al., 2013; Rempel et al., 2016), bedrock disruption and weathering by biological processes (Brantley, Eissenstat, et al., 2017; Pawlik et al., 2016; Roering et al., 2010), and weathering advance due to drainage of chemically equilibrated fluids from bedrock pore spaces (Rempe & Dietrich, 2014). These models, which feature different chemical, hydrological, and physical processes, lead to diverse predictions about the thickness of layers within the CZ and the shape of surfaces that form their interfaces (Riebe et al., 2017). In practice, multiple processes probably conspire to influence CZ structure, but there is little data to test this hypothesis in mountain landscapes. As a result, the relative importance of the CZ processes outlined above remains largely unknown.

Here we present a new 3-D data set on subsurface weathering along a ridge underlain by granite bedrock in the Laramie Range, Wyoming. We built this data set by kriging extensive, crosscutting 2-D geophysical surveys and calibrating the results with observations from five boreholes. The resulting ~45 million m$^3$ image of weathered rock and saprolite provides an unprecedented 3-D perspective on subsurface weathering in a mountain setting. This allows us to test for consistency with prevailing hypotheses about processes that
regulate CZ structure under the landscape surface. We use the data to define two key surfaces at depth: the interface between saprolite and weathered bedrock and the interface between weathered rock and protolith. Our observations reveal subsurface complexity and heterogeneity that cannot be explained by a single process. However, our analysis suggests that deep CZ structure is regulated by a combination of (1) fracturing due to topographic stresses, which controls the elevation of the interface between protolith and weathered bedrock, and (2) weathering following drainage of bedrock pore fluids, which controls the elevation of the interface between weathered bedrock and saprolite.

2. Geologic Setting

The Blair Wallis (BW) study site lies within the U.S. Forest Service land approximately 21 km southeast of the city Laramie in the Laramie Range, Wyoming. Over the past 5 years, the site has become one of two main study areas for the Wyoming Center for Environmental Hydrology and Geophysics (WyCEHG; Carey & Paige, 2016; Hayes, 2016). It provides an excellent opportunity to study deep CZ architecture in nonglaciated granitic terrain that is undisturbed by human land use. Moreover, we were able to capitalize on extensive existing information about the site in analyses presented here.

The BW site is part of the Rocky Mountain surface (Bradley, 1987; Chapin & Kelley, 1997; Eggler et al., 1969; Evanoff, 1990), which is defined by gentle undulating topography (Figure 1a) that is distinct from the sharp peaks of the Front Range. Although this surface is thought to have origins in the Eocene (Gregory & Chase, 1994; Mears, 1993; Moore, 1960; Scott & Taylor, 1986), regional studies of cosmogenic nuclides (e.g., Dethier et al., 2014) indicate that erosion has been lowering the surface (Bradley, 1987; Eggler et al., 1969) at a rate sufficient to replace the local relief every 1 to 2 million years.

To obtain a locally representative view of the 3-D CZ structure in the region, we focused on a ridge lying in gently undulating topography that is typical of the surrounding region (Figure 1a). The ridge is similar in relief and aspect to the surrounding terrain to the northwest, west, and south of our study site, so our analysis should be broadly representative of regional CZ architecture (Figure 1a). Relief along the ridge is 15 m on average. The valleys on either side are separated by approximately 260 m at the western edge of the study area and converge to the east as the ridge dives at a slope of ~3° toward the valley confluence (Figure 1b). The contributing area of the northern valley is too small to support a channel, whereas the 4.2-km² catchment area of the southern valley supports a small perennial stream, which might explain why the two valleys are asymmetrical. Not surprisingly, given the low-relief and crystalline bedrock of the region, cosmogenic nuclide studies of alluvium and bedrock nearby (including a data point from ~6 km northeast of our site) have shown that erosion rates are just 20–40 mm/kyr (Dethier et al., 2014), reflecting a slow pace of change in the CZ over the ~20,000-year timescales averaged by the cosmogenic approaches.

Ten years of local climate data from the Crow Creek SNOTEL station show that the BW site has a mean annual temperature of 5.4 °C and receives 620 mm of annual precipitation, with 90% falling as snow (Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), 2015). Average temperature in the summer (June to September) is approximately 15 °C, and average temperature in the winter (December to March) is approximately −5 °C. Mammalian fossils from nearby (~150 km) indicate that the late glacial and postglacial climate was at least 3.5 °C cooler than present day (Roberts, 1970). The stream hydrograph peaks between April and June due to snowmelt. The dominant vegetation along our study ridge is sagebrush (*Artemisia tridentate ssp. spiciformis*). In the low-lying areas, especially near surface water, aspen (*Populus tremuloides*), lodgepole pine (*Pinus contorta var. latifolia*), and willow (*Salix spp.*) are abundant.

The ridge lies within the Sherman Batholith, which consists of 1.4-Ga granitic rocks (Frost et al., 1999; Peterman & Hedge, 1968; Zielinski et al., 1982). The Sherman Batholith was uplifted to its present location during the Laramide Orogeny. Metamorphism has been minor since batholith emplacement (Peterman & Hedge, 1968), and although the batholith harbors geochemically diverse bedrock (Edwards & Frost, 2000), our site is developed on relatively uniform Sherman granite (Figure 1a).

Soil mapping was completed in 1998 using aerial photographs and field observations at selected locations using a truck-mounted hydraulic probe (Natural Resources Conservation Service, 1988). The NRCS reports six mapped soils within the 16-km² area outlined in Figure 1a. The maximum reported soil thickness in the area is 107 cm, the minimum thickness (excluding outcrop) is 28 cm, and the average is 65 cm. The
Figure 1. (a) Regional hillshade of the Laramie Range showing mapped geologic units from Ver Ploeg and McLaughlin (2010). Areas that are not colored were mapped as Sherman granite. (b) Map showing the seismic refraction transects (black lines) on light detecting and ranging (LIDAR) hillshade. Yellow circles indicate the start of each profile, and dotted lines indicate the profile number. Survey geometry of each seismic line can be found in Table 1. The blue box indicates the extent of the 3-D kriging volume, and red stars indicate borehole locations, labeled with a dotted line and the prefix “BW” (e.g., BW-1). (c) Image of an outcrop located on the southern part of the ridge (panel a), taken near the start of line 19 looking southeast. (d) Image taken standing on BW-5 looking east, which demonstrates the lack of outcrop and gentleness of the ridge. (e) Image showing the Lincoln (left sample) versus Sherman (right sample) granite. (f) Image showing the change in both color and texture of the porphyritic granite.
spatial extent and physical characteristics of the soil were digitized and archived by the NRCS (Natural Resources Conservation Service, 2017).

Although bedrock is mapped as a texturally and geochemically uniform granite along our study ridge (Ver Ploeg & McLaughlin, 2010), heterogeneities in lithology correspond to variations in topography and CZ thickness elsewhere in the region (Edwards & Frost, 2000). For example, the Pole Mountain Gneiss forms the spine of the pronounced Sherman Mountains approximately 5 km to the north (Ver Ploeg & McLaughlin, 2010) and local outcrops of Lincoln and porphyritic granite, which are chemically and texturally distinct from the more widespread Sherman granite, exist throughout the batholith (Figure 1a). Meanwhile, the Sherman (Figure 1e) underlies many of the area’s gently sloping ridges including the BW study site. It is coarse grained, with 30–40% microcline, 15–30% quartz, 20% plagioclase, 10–15% perthite, 5–10% biotite, and higher concentrations of iron and potassium than the Lincoln and porphyritic granites (Edwards & Frost, 2000; Frost et al., 1999; Geist et al., 1989). The Lincoln granite (Figure 1e), in contrast, is finer grained and contains more quartz and plagioclase. It occurs in relatively small plugs scattered throughout the batholith, most notably 3 km north of our study site (Frost et al., 1999; Ver Ploeg & McLaughlin, 2010; Figure 1a). The porphyritic granite, in contrast, has large phenocrysts (Figure 1f), is darker in color than the Lincoln, and occurs as intrusions or dikes containing Sherman xenoliths and mafic enclaves. It has been argued that differences in mineralogy and bulk geochemistry across the region may help explain broad variations in topography and CZ thickness (Egglel et al., 1969). However, over the relatively small hillslope scale of our study, bedrock is geochemically homogenous enough that the spatial patterns in CZ architecture are not caused by variations in lithology. We therefore hypothesize that CZ architecture is strongly coupled to processes such as frost cracking (Anderson et al., 2013; Rempel et al., 2016), kinetically limited weathering (Lebedeva & Brantley, 2013), drainage of bedrock pore fluids (Rempe & Dietrich, 2014), and gradients in the subsurface stress field (Moon et al., 2017; Slim et al., 2014; St. Clair et al., 2015).

3. Methods
3.1. Seismic Acquisition and Modeling

The 25 seismic refraction lines (Figure 1b) in the study area were collected using 24-channel Geometrics Geode seismographs. The source was a 4.5-kg sledgehammer swung onto an aluminum plate. Shot spacing varied between 5 and 15 m (Table 1). Lines in the survey area used 48, 96, or 192 channels, and geophone spacing ranged between 1 and 4 m (Table 1). Manually picked arrival times were inverted for p wave velocity \( (V_p) \) using a traveltime tomography code written in Matlab (St. Clair, 2015). The inversion is parameterized as a sheared mesh of constant velocity parallelograms of fixed width and height that increase linearly with depth. Rays are traced through the mesh using a shortest path algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959; Moser, 1991; Moser et al., 1992), and updates are found by solving a regularized, linear inverse problem. The ray tracing and inversion steps are iterated until a satisfactory fit to the data has been achieved. To quantify uncertainty of the final velocity model to the initial starting model, we used Monte Carlo simulations (supporting information S1). The Monte Carlo simulations provide an average velocity model and standard deviation of velocity at each pixel of the mesh. The resulting tomograms likely image structures that are tens of meters in scale.

In addition to the 25 seismic refraction profiles, we collected data from a short profile 9 km north on an outcrop of intact Sherman granite with less than one fracture per meter (Figure 2a). The outcrop survey used 72 geophones spaced at 25 cm, a shot spacing of 1 m, and a 1.8-kg hammer on an aluminum plate as a source. We used plumber’s putty to attach geophones to bare outcrop surfaces (Figure 2a). To estimate bedrock velocity, we calculated distances from each shot point to all geophones and plotted them against the arrival times (Figure 2b). Because the traveltimes are a linear function of distance, the inverse slope of a least squares linear regression is an estimate of the velocity of the outcrop (Figure 2b). To check for lateral velocity variation, we performed a tomographic inversion following the Monte Carlo methods described in the supporting information using starting velocities between 3.3 and 3.8 km/s and gradients between 150 and 250 m/s/m (Figure 2c).

Light detecting and ranging (LIDAR) data acquired in September 2014 were used to extract elevations (Figure 1). The LIDAR topography was crucial to moving from the 2-D domain of the velocity surveys to the 3-D domain of our final products. Prior to interpolating the 2-D profiles into 3-D, we verified seismic velocities at transect intersection points by extracting velocity-depth functions and identifying
discrepancies; mismatched data sets were repicked and reinverted to achieve the best possible match. This
helped improve consistency in velocity inversions across the surveys. Because our lines cross each other at
several locations, we were able to test for the presence of seismic anisotropy (i.e., differences in velocity as
a function of survey orientation). Although our analysis suggests that some anisotropy is present (details in
the supporting information), we ignore it here because it is too small (less than 10%) to influence the main
cclusions of this paper.

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line number</th>
<th>Line name</th>
<th>Date collected</th>
<th>Geophone spacing (m)</th>
<th>Shot spacing (m)</th>
<th>Seismic line length (m)</th>
<th>Final RMS (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>BW_051713</td>
<td>5/17/13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>BW_060713_1</td>
<td>6/7/13</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>BW_060713_2</td>
<td>6/7/13</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>2.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>BW_060713_3</td>
<td>6/7/13</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>BW_060713_4</td>
<td>6/7/13</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>BW_061713</td>
<td>6/17/13</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>BW_061713_2</td>
<td>6/17/13</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>BW_070313</td>
<td>7/3/13</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>1.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>BW_070813</td>
<td>7/8/13</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>2.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>BW_071013</td>
<td>7/10/13</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>BW_071213</td>
<td>7/12/13</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>BW_071513</td>
<td>7/15/13</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>BW_071713</td>
<td>7/17/13</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>BW_071913</td>
<td>7/19/13</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>BW_072613</td>
<td>7/26/13</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>BW_080414_2</td>
<td>8/4/14</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>BW_080514_1</td>
<td>8/5/14</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>BW_080514_2</td>
<td>8/5/14</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>BW_080614_1</td>
<td>8/6/14</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>BW_080614_2</td>
<td>8/6/14</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>BW_080714_1</td>
<td>8/7/14</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>BW_080714_2</td>
<td>8/7/14</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>BW_092715_1</td>
<td>9/27/15</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>BW_092715_2</td>
<td>9/27/15</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>2.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>BW_080115_2</td>
<td>8/1/15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>1.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aThe line name corresponds to the name of the profile on the WyCEHG database (http://wycehg.wygisc.org). bThe final RMS is the RMS through the average of all 50 models from the Monte Carlo simulations (supporting information).

**Figure 2.** Seismic refraction results from an outcrop of Sherman granite. (a) Image of geophone setup on the outcrop; note the lack of fractures on the surface of the outcrop. (b) First-arrival traveltimes plotted as a function of distance from the shot point. The slope of the line is inversely related to the velocity, assuming no lateral or vertical subsurface heterogeneities. (c) Tomographic inversion following the Monte Carlo methods in the supporting information. When all pixels in model are averaged, the average velocity is 4.18 km/s. (d) Modeled and observed traveltimes. The final model had an RMS error of 0.15 ms.
3.2. Drilling and Sampling

To relate seismic velocities to fracture density, state of weathering, and physical characteristics of the CZ, we drilled five boreholes in the study area (Figure 1). Our drilling permit required all boreholes to be within 30.5 m (100 feet) of maintained roads, limiting borehole locations to the ridge top. Borehole locations were selected to sample CZ structure and composition across a range of seismic velocity structures, including areas where velocities less than 2 km/s extend to deep (~40 m, BW-1 and BW-4), shallow (~10 m, BW-3), and intermediate depths (~30 m, BW-2 and BW-5). BW-1, BW-2, and BW-3 were drilled in November 2014 and reached depths of 31.7, 16.5, and 39.6 m, respectively. BW-4 and BW-5 were drilled in July 2015 and reached depths of 60.4 and 39.6 m, respectively. Each borehole was drilled with air and a rotary bit until a solid interface was encountered. After casing was set, core was recovered from deeper depths in more intact weathered rock using a rotary drill, producing 2.5″ (6.35-cm) diameter core from BW-2, BW-3, BW-4, and BW-5 and 3.0″ (7.62-cm) diameter core from BW-1. Cores were photographed using a Geotek core logger with a Sigma 105-mm microlens. Shortly after drilling, a Mount Sopris QL40-OBI-2G Optical Televiewer was deployed to provide a 360° unwrapped optical borehole image (OBI). Groundwater levels were logged continuously in four of the five wells from 4 February to 5 June 2016 using an in situ pressure transducer. The observed water levels were corrected to manual measurements made approximately once a month. The date range spanned by our observations, although limited, capture the spring runoff, which provides the largest observable change of groundwater levels. Four wells on the ridge (BW-3 excluded) show an average depth to water of 10.6 m (Table 2).

3.3. Moving From 2-D Profiles to a 3-D Seismic Velocity Volume

We used ordinary kriging to generate a 3-D volume of seismic velocities from our 25 two-dimensional profiles. Individual profiles are plotted as fence diagrams in two categories: ridge lines (Figure 3a) and valley lines (Figure 3b). The kriging volume consists of a 970 by 600 by 80-m rectangular prism with 10-m spacing in the horizontal dimensions and 1-m spacing in depth (Figures 3c and 3e). Unlike inverse distance or spline interpolations, kriging weights data based on spatial correlations (Bourges et al., 2012; Burrough et al., 2015; Dubrule, 1984; Remy et al., 2009; Wackernagel, 2003). Kriging identifies directional trends in the spatial statistics by calculating experimental variograms and fitting the trends with a model variogram (Nyquist et al., 1996).

To use kriging, we follow a four-step process (Figure 3d). First, we remove the landscape surface elevations by subtracting them from all profiles, which makes the 2-D subsurface data a function of depth. Using the depth data, we calculate experimental and model variograms using the Stanford Geostatistical Modeling Software (Remy et al., 2009) and Matlab (details in the supporting information). Once model variograms were found, we used ordinary kriging to estimate velocities at all locations in the 3-D volume. The ordinary kriging algorithm in Stanford Geostatistical Modeling Software (Remy et al., 2009) requires a search ellipsoid, which defines the maximum (here 50) and minimum (5) number of data points used for each interpolated value. The search ellipsoid has a diameter of 200 m in both the x and y directions and 4 m in the vertical direction. These parameters were selected by removing 50% of the 2-D data and generating 35 different volumes using different search ellipsoids with diameters ranging from 500 to 100 m in the x and y directions and 1 to 10 m in the z direction. Results showed that the search ellipsoid did not influence the final interpolation when the length of the ellipsoid in the vertical direction was a minimum of 4 m. After kriging is completed, we add landscape surface topography back to obtain a 3-D estimate of seismic velocities (Figure 3e). Interpolating in the 3-D domain is similar to interpolating in the 2-D domain (where depth is constant), but because the search

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Well</th>
<th>Minimum water depth (m)</th>
<th>Maximum water depth (m)</th>
<th>Mean water depth (m)</th>
<th>Depth of 1.2 km/s velocity (m)</th>
<th>Depth of 1.06 km/s velocity (m)</th>
<th>Depth of 1.34 km/s velocity (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BW-5</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>18.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW-2</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW-1</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>16.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW-4</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Water level measurements from 4 February to 4 June 2016.
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ellipsoid has a nonzero length in the $z$ direction, the 3-D interpolation provides continuity in velocity as a function of depth. No interpolation method will predict heterogeneity if it is not directly sampled, but the dense array of 2-D data should make the interpolated kriging volume a good estimate for velocity structure between profiles.

Kriging provides both a volume of seismic velocities (Figure 3e) and an estimate of their variance (Figure 3c). The kriging variance is a function of distance from measured data and the correlation calculated from the model variograms. Kriging is an exact interpolator, meaning that the variance is zero at known data points. The kriging variance shows where estimates are most reliable (Figure 3c), providing a basis for eliminating
interpolated values with unacceptably high uncertainty. In this case, we removed velocities that had a kriging variance greater than 2 km²/s². This culling criterion excluded a low-velocity artifact in the southern part of the volume (Figure 3e).

4. Results

We present our data as they relate to three layers of the CZ: protolith, weathered bedrock, and saprolite. Our site is soil mantled, but soil thickness is smaller (maximum = 107 cm) than the vertical resolution of the geophysical methods, so it is grouped in our analysis with the saprolite. We discuss the subsurface layers from the bottom up, reflecting the evolution of protolith to saprolite on its journey upward through the profile as the landscape surface erodes away. Thus, we adopt a perspective of the CZ as a throughflow reactor in which mass loss due to erosion at the surface is replaced by conversion of protolith to weathered rock and from weathered rock to saprolite at depth. For our purposes, protolith is rock that is essentially unaltered from its original state, with only minor chemical weathering and fracturing. Weathered bedrock is more extensively fractured and shows chemical alteration, mostly along and around fractures. Saprolite is pervasively weathered and friable but still retains the original fabric of the rock. In the following sections we provide observations from both borehole and seismic refraction data and use them to describe physical and chemical characteristics of the protolith, weathered rock, and saprolite at the BW study site.

4.1. Protolith

Our short refraction survey over exposed and relatively unweathered Sherman granite outcrop yielded an average velocity of 4.2 km/s from linear regression ($R^2 = 0.98$; Figure 2b) and 4.1 km/s (with minor lateral variation) by averaging the 2-D tomographic inversion (Figure 2c). The tomographically modeled data had a final RMS misfit of 0.15 ms (Figure 2d). Based on these results, we infer that protolith has a velocity between 4.1 and 4.2 km/s. For simplicity in the discussion that follows, we assume that the 4 km/s velocity contour represents the interface between protolith below and weathered rock above. This should be reasonable given that depth differences among the 4.0, 4.1, and 4.2 km/s contours were minor in all seismic profiles. Because physical processes (e.g., frequency content and raypath coverage) and numerical processes (e.g., regularization and cell size) smooth the velocity models, the velocity contours represent the best approximation of the interpreted boundary but may not be exact. In the refraction data from our site, the top of the protolith is marked by a clear change in apparent velocity of first arrivals, where arrivals turn abruptly toward lower slopes on traveltime curves (Figure 4d), indicating that this is the seismically significant boundary that likely corresponds with a change in chemical and/or physical properties. The 4 km/s contour lies at the base of a relatively steep vertical gradient in velocity (Figure 4c): on ridge lines (lines 17 through 28) it takes ~16 vertical meters to increase from 1 to 2 km/s (vertical gradient of ~62 m/s/m) but only 13 m to increase from 2 to 4 km/s (~150 m/s/m). The high gradient can be seen both in the velocity profile of line 17 (Figure 4a), which shows a thick region of velocities less than 2 km/s (Figure 4a), and in a sharp change in slope in the traveltime curves between 25 and 75 m (Figure 4d). On valley lines (lines 1–16), velocities of 4 km/s occur within 5 to 10 m of the surface directly under the valley axis (Figure S1).

Drilling observations show that material with velocity of approximately 4 km/s is mostly unfractured and unweathered (Figure 5). One caveat is that only BW-4 extended deep enough to reach the 4 km/s boundary and BW-5 came within 3 m. Optical borehole images from those sections of borehole show that fractures within the material are limited to no more than one to three fractures per meter. Cores recovered from depths near the 4 km/s boundary show that oxidation-related staining is limited to fracture surfaces (Figures 3e and 5f). The material with velocity higher than 4 km/s is relatively unweathered but nevertheless probably has some preferential chemical weathering along the few fractures that are present. Together, these observations indicate that the material with $V_p > 4$ km/s is relatively intact protolith with less than one to three fractures per meter and minor chemical weathering along fractures.

Protolith topography (i.e., the surface defining the top of protolith) at our site is estimated by extracting the 4 km/s velocity contour from the 3-D volume of seismic velocities (Figure 6). Velocities with kriging variance greater than 2 km²/s² were removed prior to contouring the protolith topography, so the final maps of depth to protolith contain gaps (Figures 6b and 6c). The most prominent feature in protolith topography is the depression below the ridge. The depression is not an artifact of the kriging interpolation and can be observed in individual seismic profiles, especially lines perpendicular to the ridge (lines 26, 19, and 20 in Figure S1 and
line 17 in Figure 4). Furthermore, the lines that cross valleys show 4 km/s at shallow depths (~10 m), whereas the lines running along the ridge show 4 km/s at much greater depths (~40–50 m, Figure S1). The protolith topography is inversely related to surface topography: it is concave up when the surface topography is convex up, with depths as high as 55 m beneath the ridge and as shallow as 2.8 m under valleys (Figures 6b and 6c). In map view, the bedrock depression follows surface contours, suggesting a strong surface-subsurface connection (Figure 6). The inverted protolith topography is similar to recent geophysical interpretations from Pond Branch, Maryland, and the Calhoun Critical Zone Observatory, in North Carolina (St. Clair et al., 2015), but this is the first time to our knowledge that the relationship has been observed in 3-D over a large area. Protolith topography also shows second-order heterogeneities spanning >10–20 m in scale. For example, in the southeast and northeast corners of the study area, we find humps in the protolith topography that produce unusually shallow thicknesses of overlying saprolite and fractured rock (Figure 6b). Both of these humps occur near or underneath areas of bedrock outcrop (Figure 1b). In addition, the ridge and underlying protolith topography is divided by a ~40-m wide north-south trending hump that divides the depression in the protolith topography into two basins (Figure 6) and is well constrained by the seismic profiles.

4.2. Weathered Bedrock

The weathered bedrock layer lies below the saprolite and above protolith and is characterized by slower refraction velocities (from 1.2 to 4 km/s), more intense fracturing, and obvious chemical weathering along fractures. Physical weathering is evident in the OBI data and core as numerous fractures (Figures 7a–7e). Visually, the material between the fractures (referred to here as the matrix) does not appear to be chemically weathered (Figures 7f–7j). However, chemical weathering is evident in this zone as stained fractures cutting through otherwise fresh-looking matrix minerals. Unlike the protolith boundary, the top of the weathered bedrock is not marked by a clearly defined velocity contrast. We can nevertheless pinpoint the top of
weathered bedrock throughout the ~45 million m$^3$ volume of investigation using two key observations: the depth of casing and visual inspection of material within this zone.

The depth of casing is set at the interface between mechanically weak material that may cause borehole collapse and competent material that is unlikely to cause borehole collapse. Drillers assessed material competence subjectively, by visual inspection of drill cuttings and by monitoring the pressure and drill bit advance rate. We suggest that the final depth is likely an overestimate of the depth to the base of saprolite under the assumption that drillers would generally want to ensure that casing is set in competent material. The fact that we could obtain core after casing was set is evidence that the casing base is near the transition from friable granite, interpreted as saprolite, to more intact rock that is fractured and weathered along fractures. The depth of casing varied by a factor of 3 across boreholes along the ridge, ranging from 6.1 to 18 m (Figure 8), whereas seismic velocities associated with this depth varied by less than 30%, from 1.06 to 1.35 km/s. The average velocity of material surrounding the casing bottom at the four holes on the ridge was 1.2 ± 0.14 km/s (mean ± standard error; Figure 8). Thus, we interpret the top of weathered bedrock to correspond to the 1.2 km/s velocity contour. Increasing water saturation increases seismic velocity (Bachrach & Nur, 1998; Nur & Simmons, 1969), and without the drilling observations, it would not have been possible to differentiate this boundary from an increase in water content near the water table.

BW-3 is the only borehole that does not have a fracture density higher than 10 fractures per meter within the weathered bedrock (i.e., where $4.0 > V_p > 1.2$ km/s; Hayes, 2016). OBI data and recovered core from this...
borehole show minimal fracturing (Figure 7), consistent with the high velocity of 4.9 km/s encountered at just 7.5-m depth. More generally, however, visual inspection of the remaining boreholes reveals that the number of fractures decreases with increasing velocity, from 8 to 12 fractures per meter near the top of the casing to 1–3 fractures per meter near the top of protolith (Hayes, 2016). This decline in fracture density is correlated with the increase in seismic velocities with depth.

We extracted the surface defining the top of weathered bedrock from the 3-D seismic velocity volume by isolating the 1.2 km/s velocity contour (Figure 9). Although this surface is complex, it is roughly subparallel to the surface topography (i.e., convex up under the ridge). Thus, it differs from the protolith topography, which...
Figure 7. Images of rock immediately below casing at all five boreholes. (a–e) The first 4 m of optical televiewer data available from directly below casing. Labels in white text show the average velocity over the 4-m interval extracted from individual seismic refraction profiles. (a) BW-1, (b) BW-2, (c) BW-3, (d) BW-4, and (e) BW-5. (f–j) High-resolution photographs of 0.5-m intervals of the core. Magenta boxes in panels a–e show the approximate location of the core. The top of the core is on the left, and there is no lateral or vertical exaggeration in the images. (f) BW-1, (g) BW-2, (h) BW-3, (i) BW-4, and (j) BW-5.
roughly mirrors the topography of the landscape surface (i.e., concave up under the ridge). The weathered bedrock topography shows significant variability in the form of local depressions under the ridge (Figure 9b). These depressions are most notable under the western part of the ridge (Figure 9b), are greater than 10 m across, and are well constrained by the seismic velocity profiles (Figure S1). We calculated weathered bedrock thickness (Figure 9d) at each point on the landscape by subtracting the protolith surface elevations (Figure 6c) from the weathered bedrock surface elevations (Figure 9c). In general, the weathered bedrock is thickest under the ridge (~40–50 m) and thins out in adjacent valleys (<10 m; Figure 9d). Notable exceptions to these broad trends occur in the southeast and northeast corners of the study area where protolith crops out at the surface (Figure 1b).

4.3. Saprolite and Soil

The saprolite layer, which because of resolution limitations includes the relatively thin overlying layer of soil, extends from the ground surface to the top of weathered bedrock. We lack physical samples from the saprolite because the material was too friable to provide intact core during drilling, nor do we have OBI data in saprolite, because the boreholes were cased through this layer to prevent sidewall collapse. Samples collected via augering with a Geoprobe confirm that material is friable and porous to depths of at least 9 m at many locations within our study area. Controlled rainfall simulations measuring surface runoff on hillslopes near the BW study site suggest that rainfall rates as high as 180 mm/hr produce minimal overland flow (Carey & Paige, 2016). The lack of surface runoff is presumably due to high infiltration and storage capacity of thick, porous saprolite below the thin soil. To estimate the thickness of the saprolite and soil across the study area, we subtracted the elevation of the weathered bedrock surface (Figure 9c) from the surface topography. This produces a map of saprolite thickness, which is also equal to the depth to the top of weathered bedrock (Figure 9b). In our framework for interpreting the deep CZ, we assume that the saprolite layer has the highest porosity and is the most chemically weathered of our three conceptual layers.

5. Discussion

5.1. CZ Structure

Together, the borehole observations and the 45 million m³ of inferred seismic velocities under the BW ridge provide an unprecedented view of physical characteristics of the deep CZ in a granitic mountain landscape. It allows us to identify two distinct surfaces, which we call the top of protolith and the top of weathered bedrock. In this framework, there are three distinct subsurface layers at the BW site: protolith, weathered bedrock, and saprolite.

The base of casing in the four boreholes on the ridge exhibited marked variations in depths and a relatively narrow range in observed velocity 1.2 ± 0.14 km/s (Figure 8). This velocity is lower than previously reported estimates of 2 km/s for the transition between saprolite and weathered bedrock in granitic terrain in the Sierra Nevada (Holbrook et al., 2014) and granitic gneiss elsewhere in the eastern Rocky Mountains (Befus et al., 2011). However, we argue that it is robust, based on our ability to recover core at deeper depths (but not at shallower depths) and OBI observations of fractured rock directly below casing (Figure 7). This saprolite-weathered rock interface is associated with a gradual rather than sharp change in seismic velocity. This is broadly consistent with observations from previous work that the boundary between saprolite and weathered rock is often gradational (Brimhall & Dietrich, 1987; Buss et al., 2013; Fletcher & Brantley, 2010; Graham et al., 2010). However, analysis of the velocity data alone is unable to determine whether this boundary is simply laterally heterogeneous (i.e., a thin weathering front with irregular depth) or a gradational zone (i.e., a thick weathering front or saprolite intermixed with corestones), or a combination of both.
Figure 9. The 3-D images of the saprolite/weathered bedrock boundary created by extracting the 1.2 km/s velocity contour from the kriging volume. Red stars in each panel show boreholes. (a) Weathered bedrock surface colored by depth below the landscape surface plotted at 2.5X vertical exaggeration. The gray shaded surface shows the surface topography shifted up for visualization. Black dotted lines show the extent of casing in the four boreholes. The orientation of this panel was selected to be consistent with Figure 6a, and differs from the standard map view orientations shown in panels (b)–(d). (b) Map of the depth to weathered bedrock. Black box outlines area shown in (a), and arrow shows the perspective displayed in (a). (c) Map of weathered bedrock elevations. (d) Estimate of the weathered bedrock thickness, calculated by subtracting the weathered bedrock surface elevation (panel d) and the protolith elevation surface (Figure 6c). Black contour lines in b–d are 5-m contours of landscape surface elevation.
We found that protolith has a velocity of ~4.1–4.2 km/s (Figure 2), consistent with bedrock velocities found on granite outcrops in the Southern Sierra Critical Zone Observatory (Holbrook et al., 2014). OBI data from depths with these high velocities show solid rock with limited fractures (Figure 5). Furthermore, the velocity gradient in the vicinity of the 4 km/s contour is very steep (Figure 4c), indicative of a sharp contrast in material properties (Hayes, 2016). It is likely that fractures exist below the boundary we interpret as bedrock and may even initiate at depth as a result large-scale tectonic forces (Molnar et al., 2007). One possible hypothesis is that stresses at depths beneath the 4 km/s transition are sufficient to keep existing fractures closed. Such a stress threshold could provide an explanation to the observed sharp contrast in velocities. More work is needed to explore this hypothesis and evaluate the implications of this sharp velocity gradient for CZ processes.

The relationship between our proposed CZ boundaries and the locations of surface outcrops is not straightforward. The ridge is soil mantled and mostly devoid of outcrops (Figure 1d), but the hillslope to the south has abundant outcrops, and scattered outcrops occur in the northwestern corner of the study area (Figure 1b). To add another layer of complexity, all three types of Sherman granite (Sherman, Lincoln, and porphyritic) occur in outcrops in the study area, though the prevalence of both the Lincoln and porphyritic varieties is minor by comparison, based on their limited occurrence in the cores. Core recovered from BW-1, BW-2, BW-3, and BW-5 is Sherman, while only BW-4 has the material that we would classify as porphyritic Sherman (Figure 7).

In the next sections, we use our observations of CZ structure to explore mechanisms controlling the relationship between landscape surface and the weathering interfaces at depth. In particular, we consider the bedrock drainage model of Rempe and Dietrich (2014), the topographic stress model of St. Clair et al. (2015), and the frost cracking model of Anderson et al. (2013). In the absence of data on chemical weathering as a function of depth and the lack of a known relationship between chemical weathering indices and seismic velocity, we are unable to explore the possible role of vertical (Lebedeva & Brantley, 2013) and lateral (Braun et al., 2016) flow of chemically reactive waters in setting the thickness of the CZ. However, each of the models that we can explore focuses on a distinct process of weathering and landscape evolution using quantifiable topographic attributes and defines boundaries that should produce a measurable change in seismic velocities. Because the models predict distinct subsurface patterns in weathering, it should be possible to use our seismic and borehole data to evaluate their relative importance in controlling CZ structure across the study site (Riebe et al., 2017).

5.2. Topographic Stress Hypothesis

According to the topographic stress model, topography perturbs the ambient stress field induced by regional tectonics and gravity. The resulting ambient stress field influences the type and distribution of near-surface fractures, which together control the ability of reactive fluids from the surface to enter and weather the rock (Martel, 2006, 2011; Miller & Dunne, 1996; Molnar et al., 2007; Moon et al., 2017; Slim et al., 2014; St. Clair et al., 2015). To explore this hypothesis, St. Clair et al. (2015) conducted seismic refraction surveys at three sites with distinctly different predictions for the three-dimensional subsurface stress field, summarized by two scalar proxies: failure potential and least compressive stress. The combination of high failure potential and low least compressive stress contributes to higher probabilities of forming, reactivating, or opening fractures. In areas under high tectonic compression, the stress model predicts that the lower limit of abundant open fractures should mirror the surface topography (i.e., a concave upward surface), creating a characteristic bow tie shape of thick weathered material under the ridge and thin weathered material in the valleys. Conversely, in areas under low tectonic compression, the lower limit of abundant and open fractures should parallel the surface topography (i.e., a convex downward surface). Subsurface weathering observed in St. Clair et al.’s (2015) geophysical surveys matched predictions from the model at each of the three study sites. This model argues that topographic stress can exert strong control on the geometry of deep weathering surfaces. Although measurements of regional stress are lacking near our site, predictions from a geodynamic model of gravitational potential energy and mantle dynamics suggest that our site lies at the transition between neutral/tensile stress in the Colorado Rockies to a compressive regime to the northeast (Ghosh et al., 2013).

To evaluate the topographic stress model in greater detail, we calculated the subsurface stress field at our site using a 2-D boundary element model (Slim et al., 2014; Figure 10 and supporting information). At the BW site, despite the second-order heterogeneities, the large-scale protolith topography is broadly consistent with the bow tie shape predicted in highly compressional tectonic regimes. Based on this observation, we ran a series
of models with horizontal compressive stress magnitudes ranging from 1 to 10 MPa. The model with a regional compression of 8 MPa had the strongest correlations between least compressive stress and velocity ($r^2 = 0.83$; Figure 10d) and between failure potential and velocity ($r^2 = 0.83$; Figure 10e). Using the linear regression fits (Figure 10), we calculated values of least compressive stress (0.92 MPa) and failure potential (0.81) corresponding to our observed protolith velocity (4 km/s). We hypothesize that when failure potential and least compressive stress are higher than these values, existing fractures begin to open and intact rock is more likely to fracture. Both failure potential and least compressive stress follow the inverted shape (i.e., deep under the ridge and shallow under the valleys) of the protolith topography along profile 20 (Figure 10) when we assume that the region is under regional compression. Thus, the model output is consistent with the generation of open fractures under gradients in topographic and regional stresses as an important control on protolith topography in the deep CZ at the BW site.

To more rigorously evaluate the role of topographic stress on bedrock topography in the region, we would need to measure the magnitude and direction of the regional stress field and calculate the resulting topographic stress field in 3-D for comparison with the observed protolith topography in our 45 million m$^3$ kriging volume (Figure 6), and not just assume compression as we did in this case. However, given the generally smooth landscape topography of the region (Figure 1), even a detailed 3-D subsurface stress model with linear elastic, homogeneous, and isotropic material would most likely not be able to explain the observed second-order structures of the protolith topography such as the occurrence of outcrops on the hillslope south of the ridge and in the northwestern part of the study area, nor could it explain the marked roughness of the protolith topography under the ridge (Figure 6).

Figure 10. Results from a topographic and regional 2-D stress calculation along line 20 (Figure 1) assuming 8-MPa regional compression. All profiles are masked by the lowest raypath and the aspect math that was applied prior to kriging. (a) $P$-wave velocity model derived from the shallow seismic refraction survey. The dotted line is the interpreted weathered bedrock boundary (1.2 km/s), and the solid line at depth is the interpreted protolith boundary (4.0 km/s). (b) Calculated failure potential, with lower values indicating where the rock is less likely to fail. The solid line marks a value of 0.81, which approximates the observed protolith boundary according to the linear relationship shown in panel (e). The dashed line is the 4 km/s velocity contour, which represents the seismically interpreted protolith boundary shown in panel (a). (c) The least compressive stress (MPa), where higher values indicate that fractures are likely to be closed. The solid line shows a value of 0.92 MPa, which approximates the observed protolith boundary according to the linear relationship shown in panel (d), and the dashed line is the interpreted protolith boundary from panel (a). (d) The relationship between the least compressive stress and seismic velocity is nonlinear, but the red line shows linear least squares regression to demonstrate a positive correlation ($R^2 = 0.83$). (e) The relationship between failure potential and seismic velocity is also nonlinear, but the red line shows linear least squares regression to demonstrate the negative correlation ($R^2 = 0.83$).
5.3. Bedrock Drainage Hypothesis

Regional patterns of groundwater drainage under ridge and valley topography may dictate spatial patterns of subsurface weathering (e.g., Goodfellow, 2012; Manning & Caine, 2007; Toth, 1999). To explain the relationship between topography, drainage, and subsurface weathering in a steep landscape underlain by argillite, Rempe and Dietrich (2014) proposed a 1-D steady state model coupling erosion and groundwater flow. In this model, channel incision drives erosion that exhumes fresh bedrock toward the surface, which in turn creates an elevation gradient between hillslopes and channels and hydraulic gradients at depth. The hydraulic gradients drive drainage of chemically equilibrated water from bedrock on geologic timescales. As bedrock is drained, it becomes susceptible to chemical attack by reactive fluids from the surface, leading to downward advance of the weathering front. The model predicts that channel incision and bedrock hydraulic conductivity control the evolution of bedrock topography, because of their influence on the minimum elevation of the water table, which regulates the position of the weathering front. In essence, the model posits that weathering is limited to the maximal extent of the vadose zone. Hence, the model predicts a convex weathering front that broadly follows topography, producing a weathered layer that is thickest at the center of the ridge and thins toward the valley. If the landscape has a slow incision rate and if the bedrock has low hydraulic conductivity, the variation in weathering zone thickness from ridge to valley is especially pronounced.

However, our site differs from the system modeled by Rempe and Dietrich (2014) in that it is likely the interface between saprolite and weathered bedrock that coincides with the strong hydraulic conductivity contrast. This may often be the case in granitic terrain (Katsuyama et al., 2010; Ruxton & Berry, 1957, 1959). Thus, flow through weathered bedrock, with its low hydraulic conductivity, may behave much as it does in the fresh (unweathered) argillite of the system modeled by Rempe and Dietrich (2014). We therefore posit that the interface between saprolite and weathered bedrock is controlled by the local hydraulic gradients resulting from local channel incision, linking the interface between saprolite and weathered bedrock to the evolution of surface topography, consistent with the mechanism proposed by the Rempe and Dietrich (2014) for explaining the fresh-bedrock surface. If we assume a large hydraulic conductivity contrast between the saprolite and weathered bedrock and a slow local erosion rate, then the mechanism proposed by the bedrock drainage model could explain the topography of the saprolite-weathered bedrock interface. These assumptions seem reasonable given the low bedrock hydraulic conductivity typical of granite (Caine & Tomusiak, 2003; Long et al., 1982; Pratt et al., 1977) and the low erosion rates measured at sites nearby (Dethier et al., 2014; Dethier & Lazarus, 2006). At our site, the saprolite and weathered rock interface represents the maximal extent of the vadose zone. In relation to the specific language of Rempe and Dietrich (2014), our interpretation of the Blair-Wallis ridge is not consistent on the terms “weathered rock” and “unweathered rock,” but we nonetheless propose that the mechanism provides a plausible explanation for the topography of the saprolite-weathered bedrock interface (Figure 9).

We point to two observations in particular from the BW site that suggest that groundwater drainage may control the relationship between the ground surface and the interface between saprolite (grus with corestones) and weathered bedrock (fractured bedrock, with an unweathered matrix and weathering along fractures). First, the observation that water levels occur slightly above or at the top of weathered bedrock (i.e., the 1.2 km/s contour in Figure 11 and Table 2) is consistent with the prediction that the weathering front is controlled by the lowest position of the water table (i.e., base of the vadose zone; Rempe & Dietrich, 2014). Our water table data for the site span less than 1 year but includes the spring snowmelt, which drives the largest annual fluctuation in groundwater height. Hence, it should provide at least a first approximation of the maximal extent of the vadose zone. The second observation is that the weathered bedrock boundary broadly resembles a subdued version of surface topography, with saprolite that is thicker under the ridge and thinner under valleys (Figure 9). Thus, we interpret the material above the saprolite-weathered bedrock boundary to be pervasively geochemically weathered and to have a much higher hydraulic conductivity than the material below, where weathering likely becomes concentrated along individual fractures.

Nevertheless, it is important to recognize that the bedrock drainage model (Rempe & Dietrich, 2014) fails to predict the boundary between weathered bedrock and protolith (Figure 6), which is the surface it was developed to simulate. Moreover, it does not predict any of the heterogeneities at the saprolite-weathered bedrock boundary (Figure 9). However, the broad agreement in the predicted and observed shape of the
Figure 11. Extracted 2-D profiles from the velocity volume. All individual 2-D sections are plotted at 2X vertical exaggeration. We mark the interpreted weathered bedrock boundary (1.2 ± 0.14 km/s) with gray contour lines where the thicker line is 1.2 km/s and the thinner gray lines represent the uncertainty (i.e., 1.06 and 1.34 km/s, respectively). The interpreted protolith boundary (4 km/s) is marked with a black contour. If the profile intersected a borehole location, the borehole casing is marked by a thicker vertical line, and the total depth of the borehole is marked by a thin vertical line. Ranges of water depths in the boreholes are marked by two cyan lines, each representing the minimum and maximum observed water levels from 2/04/2016 to 6/4/2016 (Table 2). (a) The 3-D fence diagram (2.5 × VE) showing the locations of individual extracted profiles. Red stars represent borehole locations. Orientation of the fence diagram is indicated by an arrow in panel h. (b) Transect A to A' ran perpendicular to the ridge and intersected BW-2. (c) Transect B to B' ran perpendicular to the ridge but did not intersect a borehole. (d) Transect C to C' was perpendicular to the ridge and intersected BW-4. (e) Transect D to D' ran down the southern valley, with no boreholes along the transect. (f) Transect E to E' ran parallel to the valley line in panel e and intersected all four ridge boreholes. Boreholes in the figure are BW-5, BW-2, BW-1, and BW-4 from west to east (left to right). The minimum elevation of the southern valley is overlain in panel f as a dotted black line, demonstrating that it is close in elevation to the interpreted weathered bedrock boundary (1.2 km/s). This also shows that the depth to water is just above or equal in elevation to the southern valley, indicative of a low hydraulic gradient from ridge top to stream valley. (g) Transect F to F' was extracted along the axis of the northern drainage and did not intersect boreholes. This profiles is the least constrained of all six extracted profiles. (h) Inset map showing the location of the extracted transects in relation to the topography. Transparent yellow lines show the seismic profile locations, solid black lines show the locations of the extracted transects (panels b–g), and the arrow in the lower left corner illustrates the perspective of the fence diagram in panel a.
surface supports the use of the bedrock drainage model to explain the relationship between topography and the weathering front at the base of saprolite.

5.4. Frost Cracking Hypothesis

The frost cracking hypothesis focuses on physical damage inflicted on rocks in the CZ by freezing water (Anderson et al., 2013). Frost cracking occurs when temperatures lie between −3 and −8 °C—referred to as the frost cracking window (Walder & Hallet, 1985). When water is available to move to the freezing front and temperature is within the frost cracking window, water freezes in pore spaces and initiates new fractures. Because temperature is dependent on solar radiation, north-facing hillslopes tend to be cooler than south-facing ones in the Northern Hemisphere. Theoretical modeling of frost cracking has shown that over geologic time slight temperature discrepancies between north and south facing slopes can lead to thicker regolith on north facing slopes (Anderson et al., 2013). Regolith asymmetry was inferred in the Boulder Creek Critical Zone Observatory from seismic velocities (Befus et al., 2011). The Boulder Creek Critical Zone Observatory shares a similar elevation and climate with the BW site, so frost cracking could be a process shaping patterns observed in our data. This is corroborated by evidence of frost cracking near Vedauwoo, WY, just 3 km south of the study site (Anderson, 1998). Thus, it is reasonable to assume that damage caused by frost cracking might be detectable in our data (i.e., deeper than 2–3 m), with frost cracking damage resulting in slower seismic velocities. If frost cracking has an aspect dependence at our site and if frost cracking is an important weathering process at our site, we should be able to see it in slower velocities on north facing slopes and faster velocities on south facing slopes.

We tested for the aspect asymmetry predicted by frost cracking by plotting both the depth to weathered bedrock and the seismic velocity at 2-m depth as a function of aspect in 10° aspect bins across all 25 seismic profiles (Figure 12). To remove ambiguity, we focus only on the 2-D profiles, but this analysis can be extended to the entire volume and any arbitrary depth. The depth to weathered bedrock does not show a clear north-south aspect difference (Figure 12a). Northeast facing lines appear to have the deepest depth to weathered bedrock, but northwest facing lines show shallow depths to weathered bedrock. Moreover, if frost cracking is important, we would expect slower velocities at shallower depths on north facing slopes and faster velocities on south facing slopes, but no such difference is observed (Figure 12b). Hence, we suggest that our data do not support a difference in regolith structure related to north-south slope aspect.

The absence of aspect correlation may be due to the small topographic relief of our ridge, which could limit temperature differences on opposing slopes and thus produce frost damage that mimics the topography rather than differing with aspect. Even though we do not observe evidence of frost cracking in seismic velocity asymmetry, it likely plays an important role in causing subsurface rock damage at our site; our site falls within the correct temperature range, and water is commonly available, implying that frost cracking
almost certainly occurs, especially in topographic depressions where snowdrifts could accumulate. This may help explain some of the heterogeneity in the weathered bedrock surface. More work is needed to test this hypothesis.

5.5. Chemical Weathering Hypothesis

Given the gentle topography, thick subsurface zone of high porosity, and slow surface erosion rates of the site, it is likely that chemical weathering plays an important role in shaping subsurface CZ structure. As meteoric water infiltrates down through the subsurface, it reacts with surrounding minerals such as biotite (Buss et al., 2008; Fletcher et al., 2006; Goodfellow et al., 2016) or feldspars (Brantley & White, 2009; Maher, 2010). The reactions leave behind voids and weathering-induced fractures (Navarre-Sitchler et al., 2015) that reduce seismic velocities as they propagate through the medium. The porosity-generating weathering reactions can be modeled using reactive-transport equations that incorporate differences in surface erosion rates, mineral solubility, fluid chemistry, and reaction kinetics (Lebedeva et al., 2010; Maher & Chamberlain, 2014). These differences lead to separation of different mineral weathering fronts (Brantley et al., 2013), reflecting strong control of subsurface CZ structure that can be quantified using bulk geochemical measurements of subsurface samples (Brantley, Lebedeva, et al., 2017; Lebedeva & Brantley, 2013).

We have obtained extensive borehole logs, cores, and drill cuttings from the BW site. Visual inspection revealed an unweathered matrix with iron staining along individual fractures (Figure 7), but we have not conducted geochemical analyses on the material, nor did we model the propagation of weathering in the BW subsurface using a reactive transport model. Both tasks were beyond the scope of our primarily geophysical investigations. Without them, we cannot determine whether our interpreted physical boundaries match weathering boundaries predicted by geochemical models. Nevertheless, we recognize that chemical weathering and seismic velocity could be linked because of connections between porosity and seismic velocity (Berryman et al., 2002; Dvorkin et al., 1999; Nur et al., 1998), and moreover, we suspect that the connections are important to explaining variations in subsurface CZ structure at our site. In general, the relationships between weathering indices and seismic velocity are not well understood and represent an area of active research.

5.6. Complexity in CZ Structure

The models considered above ignore complications due to factors such as variations in bedrock geochemistry and hydraulic conductivity, which can be substantial on even the small scale of the BW ridge. Thus, they predict relatively simple and idealized CZ structure based mostly on topographic inputs. However, our geophysical observations clearly show that CZ structure is complex and heterogeneous on multiple scales across our site. This is true even though the velocity contours from the seismic tomograms represent unavoidably smoothed and inexactively located boundaries due to uncertainties driven by subsurface velocity gradients and seismic source frequency. Given this variability, we suggest that no single process-based model that has been developed thus far can explain the observed complexities in the CZ structure at our site, including the locations of outcrop on the surface. In general, the bedrock drainage model explains the location of the weathered bedrock boundary, under the seemingly reasonable assumption that the erosion rate is slow and the bedrock hydraulic conductivity is low. Meanwhile, the topographic stress model seems to provide a plausible mechanism to explain the inverted protolith topography, under the assumption that our site is in regional compression (which seems reasonable given available crustal stress models). Together, these models explain large-scale trends, but neither model alone or together is able to explain the second-order structure on interpreted weathering boundaries we observe.

One poorly constrained but nevertheless potentially confounding factor in this study is the effect of lithologic variations on weathering. Variations in bulk geochemistry can have a profound effect on rock weathering (Bazilevskaya et al., 2013; Brantley et al., 2013; Brantley & White, 2009; Hahm et al., 2014; Hilley et al., 2010; Lebedeva et al., 2007), so it is worth considering whether some of the observed heterogeneity in CZ structure can be explained by bedrock geochemical variability across our study area. Although bedrock geochemistry data are limited within the confines of our study area, the surrounding Sherman Batholith has been well studied, so bulk geochemical data are available for a wide range of sites spanning the region (Bell, 1998; Edwards & Frost, 2000; Frost et al., 1999; Galipeau & Ragland, 1979; Geist et al., 1989; Houston & Marlatt, 1997; Zielinski et al., 1982).
There is some indication that variations in bedrock geochemistry are playing a role in both surface and subsurface topography at the BW site. For example, a pronounced north-south ridge in protolith topography occurs underneath the large outcrop on the south side of the ridge (Figure 6). This appears to separate two basins with subsurface topography that seems inversely related to the surface topography (Figure 6). Although none of our profiles pass over visible outcrops, they are common on the hillslope directly across the southern valley and exist in a few locations on the ridge (Figure 1c). The north-south ridge in protolith occurs just east of a large outcrop on the ridge (Figure 1c). There is no change in surface topography above this rise in protolith topography, so it is unlikely that the topographic stress model will predict the north-south rise in protolith topography. Is this feature a result of changes in rock geochemistry? Is it an unmapped dike of Lincoln within the Sherman? Field observations suggest that Sherman and Lincoln weather differently. The Sherman tends to weather to round blocks, whereas Lincoln outcrops tend to weather to angular blocks. The Lincoln is more depleted of iron, magnesium, and calcium (Frost et al., 1999) potentially making it more weathering resistant that the Sherman. Changes in bulk geochemistry or the presence of dikes in the subsurface are two possible explanations for the heterogeneities we observe in the weathered bedrock and protolith boundaries. Additional data on the geochemistry of borehole core samples would help test this hypothesis.

Using 25 individually inverted 2-D seismic refraction transects, a host of borehole information from five cores, and a comprehensive geostatistical interpolation algorithm, we constructed a 3-D subsurface model of CZ structure across a ridge valley sequence (Figure 13). Although we are unable to identify a single model or process to explain observed CZ structure at our site, many of the coarse-scale features can be explained by combining the bedrock drainage model (Rempe & Dietrich, 2014) and the topographic stress model (St. Clair et al., 2015) for the evolution of the weathered rock and unweathered rock interfaces at depth. The 1.2 km/s surface fits the description of the weathering front described by the bedrock drainage model (Rempe & Dietrich, 2014); in general, it is convex upward, with a thicker weathered rock layer under ridges and thinner weathered rock layer under valleys. In addition, the water table depth at our site appears to be near this boundary.
(Figure 13). However, close examination of this surface reveals second-order structures that the model cannot explain (Figure 13). The top of protolith, inferred here to be the 4.0 km/s surface, is similar in shape to surfaces of least compressive stress and failure potential based on a stress model assuming regional compression. The consistency between the stress model when we assume that the BW site is in regional compression (at around 8 MPa) and the 4 km/s boundary, or protolith surface, suggests that this boundary may represent an interface where fractures begin to open during rock exhumation through the ambient stress field. We propose that below the 4.0 km/s surface, the stress field keeps fractures closed, so protolith stays chemically unaltered. This controls the broad-scale structure of the deep CZ but cannot explain the roughness of the surface (Figure 13). More work is needed to test this hypothesis. Possible alternative explanations include geochemical variations, dikes of more weathering-resistant bedrock, and localized areas of frost cracking.

6. Conclusions

We combined geophysical data, which provide information over hundreds of meters vertically and laterally, with borehole data, which provide a plethora of information vertically at a single point on the landscape, to generate a 3-D image of subsurface weathering spanning ~45 million m$^3$. We used these data to delineate boundaries dividing three CZ layers: saprolite, weathered bedrock, and protolith on the scale of hundreds of meters. In our landscape scale, 3-D image of CZ structure, saprolite has velocities less than 1.2 km/s, and weathered bedrock has velocities of 1.2–4 km/s, with visible chemical alteration along fracture planes, while protolith has velocities higher than 4.0 km/s and has little fracturing and chemical weathering. Our images reveal a complex CZ structure wherein the interfaces between readily distinguished layers have differing subsurface topography, suggesting that different physical, chemical, and biological processes act in different layers of the deep CZ.

We interpret the shape of the saprolite/weathered bedrock boundary to broadly reflect the drainage of chemically equilibrated fluid in fractured bedrock, similar to the process modeled by Rempe and Dietrich (2014). At deeper levels in the CZ, the top of protolith appears to correspond to the level below which the ambient stress field keeps fractures closed, significantly slowing groundwater flow below this boundary, as described by St. Clair et al. (2015). Although we lack supporting geochemical data, stained fractures are observed in cores extracted throughout the fractured zone, suggesting that chemical weathering processes (e.g., Brantley & White, 2009) affect the development of porosity in both saprolite and weathered bedrock, providing one possible explanation for the heterogeneity of the CZ structure. Although we did not observe aspect asymmetry, the site is in the correct temperature range for frost cracking to occur. Therefore, we cannot dismiss frost cracking as an important CZ process. Furthermore, none of the models presented predicts the surface outcropping of bedrock observed at the study site. Nonetheless, our results demonstrate that existing process-based models of deep weathering and fracturing need not be viewed as competing but rather can be treated as complementary in their influence on shaping distinct zones of weathering in the deep CZ.
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